Endless miles of Kart racing at your fingertips

Welcome to the never-ending season of ModNation kart racing, where creativity rules on and off the track. Get on the starting grid of over 500,000 tracks available online or just race in our competitive circuit and compete with new dual analog stick racing and three new weapon classes. And with the new touch controls, you can create a new track in seconds and share it with the rest of the world. Buckle up for an endless ride!

KEY TAKEAWAYS

- Introducing ModExplorer — Keep connected on the road by photographing your Mod’s in exotic locations or earning miles while racing MNR tracks away from home, both of which will unlock rare and unique items to add to your collection.

- Never ending tracks — Access and enjoy close to 500,000 user-generated tracks (and growing), from wherever you are.

- Race track design in under a minute — Access all the new touch-create tools and design, decorate and customize your own tracks for everyone to play in record time.

www.us.playstation.com

FUNCTIONALITY

- front touch
- rear touch
- camera
- GPS
- WiFi
- download
- location data acquisition service
- cross-platform play (PS3™)
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